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Chapter 1401  

Hearing this, everyone in the Reeves Family was dumbfounded. 

Raymond's eyes were almost bulging out of his head as he looked at Matthew in astonishment, his face 

full of shock and doubt. 

Billy's heir? The Lord of Eastshire? How could it be a young man like him? Even during Billy's reign, the 

Ten Greatest Families of Eastshire just couldn't enter Eastcliff, but they didn't need to be particularly 

respectful to him. 

However, now that Matthew had inherited everything from Billy, even the Ten Greatest Families had to 

bow down to him. 

What the hell is going on? Could it be that he's stronger than Billy? Countless thoughts passed through 

Raymond's mind, but at this moment, he knew one thing for certain, and that was the Reeves Family 

had messed up this time. 

How could they provoke a big shot who was respected by the Ten Greatest Families of Eastshire? Next 

to them, James, Helen, and even Sasha were all in a daze. 

They didn't know that Matthew had such an influential identity in Eastshire. 

When they first arrived here, they even felt that he had no background in this place. 

it seemed that they had made a 

was actually far beyond their imagination! Noel's 

be Billy's heir? Also, how could he be the Lord of Eastshire? Master White, are you sure you're not 

mistaken? Have you been deceived? He must be a fraud.If you investigate his identity, he'll 

glanced at 

Do you know who the person next to 

crown 

a lot of accomplices! They're all evil and despicable! You must not fall for their 

crown prince's 

dared to disrespect him to his face like 

Robinson, he's simply an 

crown prince a liar? Does he have a death wish? With the crown prince's 

the situation to swallow everything, then use the opportunity to make 

his buddy? Besides, you must have heard of his name before.He is the famous crown prince of 

statement was uttered, 



Family were all 

Chapter 1402  

As Raymond stood by the side, he observed the expressions of the heads of the nine great families. 

To be honest, he was also a little suspicious of Matthew and the crown prince's identities at first. 

However, seeing the expressions of Philip and the others, he suddenly realized that they were not 

frauds! These nine family heads were not fools, so how would they be deceived so easily? Therefore, the 

only possibility was that Matthew was really Billy's heir, and the person next to him was really the crown 

prince of Mightwater! If that was the case, then they'd really messed things up this time. 

Whether it was Billy or the crown prince of Mightwater, they were not people the Reeves Family could 

mess with. 

Their previous actions and Noel's words were enough to topple them! Raymond's face paled. 

He suddenly rushed over and slapped Noel on the face, then scolded him angrily, "You useless thing, 

how dare you talk to the crown prince like this? Get on your knees now!" 

Noel was confused.He never expected that his grandfather would actually hit him. 

"Grandpa, w-what's wrong with you? They are liars! Why should I kneel to them?" he asked anxiously. 

trembling 

his cane and whipped it on Noel's leg, rebuking, "If you don't kneel, I'll break your 

except to kneel down.He craned his neck and 

teeth, 

you 

the two young people 

with the heads of the Ten Greatest Families, he would be 

now kneeling in front of these two 

point, it was clear how 

collapsed to the ground, unable 

the members of the Reeves Family 

how they had insulted Sasha and bullied 

own that the big shot inside was Master Levi, and felt that he would not start a fight with the Reeves 

Family for a woman, so they didn't care, but they just found out that the 

such circumstances, weren't they asking for it when they provoked and insulted Sasha and James? They 

all glared at Noel one after 



Chapter 1403  

Matthew ignored Raymond who was kneeling on the ground, and walked over to help James up. 

"Dad, are you alright? Did you get hurt?" he asked softly. 

James was still dazed. 

He never expected that his son-in-law would have so much influence in Eastshire. 

Although when he was in the room earlier, and the nine great families had gone in to pay their respects 

separately, he didn't know these people, much less what the nine great families meant. 

To him, the Reeves Family was a big family in Eastshire who had enough power to be a part of the Ten 

Greatest Families of Eastshire. 

Such a big family would definitely be able to crush the Ten Greatest Families of Eastcliff. 

With the Cunningham Family's current situation, they were completely incomparable with the Reeves 

Family. 

loss just now, he did not 

let Matthew know in order to avoid conflict with the Reeves Family as he felt 

a glance, would now be kneeling in front of Matthew and 

is going 

"Don't you know yet? Your son-in-law is 

face was full of disbelief 

the 

Nine Greatest Families in Eastshire have all come to visit 

Helen looked at each other in a daze, 

rise in Eastcliff had shocked them to the extreme, 

status in Eastcliff for long, but Matthew had already taken over the 

Matthew was the Lord of Eastshire, wouldn't the Cunningham Family become even more powerful? At 

that moment, they couldn't help but feel even more fortunate that 

was even the best thing they had ever done in their lives! On the other hand, everyone 

great families did not refute them in the slightest, which 

other words, they had really angered the 

wouldn't 

Chapter 1404 



Matthew looked at James. 

"Dad, what happened earlier? Why did you start fighting with them?" 

Now that James learned of Matthew's identity, he didn't have any worries anymore and immediately 

told him everything. 

Upon hearing Noel's insulting words to Sasha, Matthew exuded a bone-chilling aura all at once, his 

expression extremely cold. 

Whoever dared to insult Sasha, the woman he loved the most, was simply asking to die. 

As soon as James finished speaking, Helen immediately followed with what had happened downstairs. 

Helen's speech was much sharper than James’. 

Not only did she tell them how they were bullied, but she even exaggerated the story. 

Hearing that, even Sasha became angry, while Philip and others next to him also frowned. 

time, the Reeves Family had gone 

how the Reeves Family does things? Mr.and Mrs.Cunningham brought 

if they had no invitation, they 

out, but how could you break their marble 

"Hmph, I've long heard that the Reeves Family is extremely unreasonable.Today, they've proven that the 

rumors weren't wrong! If this kind of family enters the Ten Greatest 

other heads 

a word.It was no longer a matter of whether the 

going to plummet! However, he didn't 

most important thing now was 

listening to Helen, Matthew 

them into the 

bloody, and Matthew didn't want them to see it.Sasha hurriedly brought James and Helen into the 

room.Then, 

there any evidence of what you just said about my 

fright, unable 

bent down and looked straight 

asking you a question.Didn't you hear me? If you 

Chapter 1405  



This was the top floor of Cameron Hotel. 

If he was thrown down from here, Seth would undoubtedly die! Everyone in the Reeves Family 

exclaimed one after another, while Raymond's eyes rolled back before he fell to the ground. 

A few people next to him hurriedly helped him up, while someone pressed his philtrum. 

After a while, Raymond slowly regained consciousness.He let out a distressed yell. 

"My son! You...You killed my son.The Reeves Family will never forgive you! Kill him and avenge Seth!" 

Everyone in the Reeves Family rushed over, preparing to overwhelm Matthew with their numbers. 

Raymond also stood up and said loudly, "Masters, this is a private matter between the Reeves Family 

and this man called Larson, and it has nothing to do with you! Today, only one of us will come out alive! 

I hope that the nine great families will not get involved in this matter so that we would not hurt the 

innocent!" 

Raymond's expression was cold.He had completely lost it to the point where he even dared to threaten 

the nine great families. 

However, this also completely showed his determination. 

He was going to fight Matthew to the death! Matthew stood with his arms crossed and looked at the 

nine great families calmly, waiting for them to make a statement. 

nine great families looked at each other, and in the end, 

they wanted to watch the 

well that even if everyone in the Reeves Family lost their lives here, they were definitely not Matthew's 

if they chose to stand idly by at this time, they 

decision quickly, 

families here, don't you even dream of touching a 

nine great families immediately moved forward and pressed the 

Reeves and White Family 

Philip sneered. 

Lord of Eastshire.This isn't your private business 

you're also going against the 

furious that he couldn't even manage a 

looked at Matthew and asked respectfully, "Mr.Larson, how do you plan to deal with these 

ignored him and only 

you willing to answer 



his own eyes, and he had 

staring at him, 

wide open, but he couldn't make a 

Chapter 1406  

This slap instantly sent Noel flying. 

When he fell to the ground, he threw up a few mouthfuls of blood on the spot that were mixed with 

many broken teeth, and even the bridge of his nose was broken. 

Most importantly, one side of Noel's ears had gone deaf. 

Matthew did not kill him on Cayden’s behalf. 

However, this slap had caused Noel to pay a painful price. 

Maddie shrieked and hurriedly ran over to help Noel up. 

Matthew glanced at everyone in the Reeves Family and said coldly, "If you don't want to die, get down 

on your knees now! In three minutes's time, whoever doesn't want to get down on their knees will be 

thrown out!" 

The heads of the nine families were all dumbstruck and Philip couldn't help but murmur, "Mr.Larson, are 

you...are you serious? There are dozens of people in the Reeves Family now—" 

Matthew glared at him. 

think I'm 

this becomes 

does? The Nine Greatest Families were the ones who threw the man out.What does it have 

still call yourself the Nine Greatest Families if you can't even do something like this? If you can't, 

of the nine 

such a bold statement, he still planned to push the responsibility 

no one dared 

a strong position, coupled with the help of the crown prince, the 

for trouble? They didn't want to be completely wiped out by him like 

this! Come, someone count the time.Within three minutes, whoever in the Reeves Family doesn't kneel 

down, just throw them out of 

crown prince entered the private room 

Family had erupted 



the Reeves Family, who had previously been acting aggressively, were 

Nine Greatest Families fully supported Matthew, and he even had the help of the crown 

the Reeves Family fought Matthew with their lives, 

Reeves Family looked at Raymond and asked in a trembling voice, "Uncle Raymond, w- what do 

Chapter 1407  

Philip's words made everyone in the Reeves Family restless. 

They were really scared of dying. 

After sharing glances with each other, in the end, someone couldn't bear the pressure and slowly bent 

over and knelt on the ground. 

Raymond was furious. 

"Stand up! Who allowed you to kneel? I-If you dare to kneel, you don't deserve to be a member of my 

Reeves Family at all!" 

The man lowered his head and said in a trembling voice, "Uncle Raymond, I...I really don't want to 

die...This time, it's true that we're in the wrong, so shouldn't we apologize to Mr.Larson? I know that 

you are dissatisfied with Seth's death, but what good will it do for the Reeves Family if you make us fight 

hard with Mr.Larson like this? If we all die here, the Reeves Family will be completely ruined.Do you 

have the heart to watch our family end like this?" 

These words immediately attracted the approval of many others, and immediately afterward, they 

gradually began to kneel as well. 

already completely terrified and were already 

see what the others would do, but now that someone had already gotten down on their knees, they 

immediately followed 

more 

on their knees except for 

dignity just to survive? Even if you keep your lives, you won't have the pride to see anyone in the future! 

T-The Reeves 

Reeves Family lowered their heads, 

keeping their lives was 

then, the door of the room opened, and Matthew walked 

Raymond, saying coldly, "Old Master Reeves, you really do keep your word! In that case, I'll save 

his hand and motioned to the people of the nine families to follow Matthew's 



hold on anymore and quickly knelt on the ground, begging in a trembling voice, "Mr.Larson, I was 

wrong.I'll 

Raymond was furious. 

die, you die.What's the big deal? You'll reincarnate anyway, so why be afraid of him?!" Aman said 

angrily, "You can really talk.They won't kill you, but they'll kill us instead! You old coot, 

who was usually respectful to him, would scold 

Chapter 1408  

At this moment, Raymond began to feel a little regretful.He regretted that he didn't just kneel down 

with these people. 

If they had, at least their lives would be spared.He blamed himself for watching them die just for the 

sake of his own pride and his resentment. 

At the same time, his heart was full of despair and helplessness. 

He had thought that the Reeves Family had reached its peak once, and they were very likely to advance 

further and enter the ranks of the Ten Greatest Families. 

However, who would have thought that in front of Matthew, the power that the Reeves Family had 

prided themselves in was as good as nonexistent? Matthew could easily crush their entire family with a 

single sentence, and even obliterate them. 

The difference in strength was appalling! Compared with the real big shots, the Reeves Family was just 

like an ant, and could be crushed to death at will. 

Even after watching the Reeves Family members being thrown out of the window, Matthew remained 

unfaltering, as though nothing had happened. 

Master Reeves, I admire your bravery! Still, the Reeves 

asked, "We've all knelt down, and there are so many people in the Reeves Family who 

simple.From today onward, you will hand over all the family property 

widened, and he 

you talking about? Why should I hand over my family’s property to Cayden? 

said, "You can choose not to hand it over.But if you do, I'll kill all the people of your family, leaving only 

Cayden alone, and let him naturally inherit 

turned pale as he gritted his 

thought that Matthew was only 

of the Reeves Family were thrown 

he would definitely be able 



had heard before that the Fisher Family was wiped 

offended Matthew! The Fisher Family was once one of the Ten Greatest Families of 

Reeves Family end up then? Raymond's face 

Chapter 1409  

After settling everything, Matthew went back into the private room, where James, Helen, and Sasha 

were still waiting anxiously. 

When she saw Matthew coming in, Helen immediately asked anxiously, "Matthew, how is it now? T-

Those people in the Reeves Family didn't mess around with you, did they?" 

Matthew smiled and said, "Mom, don't worry.They're all kneeling in the hallway now" 

Helen's eyes widened. 

"Huh? Are...Are you kidding me? The people of the Reeves Family are all kneeling?" 

James was also full of doubt. 

Although Philip and others said that Matthew was the Lord of Eastshire, the Reeves Family was still a 

huge influence in Eastshire. 

so if they knelt down, their pride and dignity would be gone! Matthew smiled and said, "Mom, you'll 

know at a 

and walked to the door, 

did not dare to open the door, but pushed it open a crack and peeked out, only to see dozens of people 

kneeling in the hallway, all of whom were from the Reeves 

"Is...Is this real?" 

Helen's voice trembled. 

turned his head 

moment, he only felt that Matthew was getting 

had been a loser in his own family for three years would suddenly grow to this point, where a 

many people in Eastshire could be on an equal footing with Matthew? Thinking of this, 

powerful Matthew became, the higher their status would rise! This was something they couldn't even 

surprised, and she said curiously, "Matthew, how...how did you make them kneel down? The Reeves 

Family is a famous and powerful family in Eastshire, and I heard that they've been trying their best to 

enter the 

Matthew smiled. 

powerful family in Eastshire! No matter if it's the Reeves Family or the Ten 



and Helen looked at each other, and the three of them were extremely thrilled, especially James and 

Helen, who 

Chapter 1410  

Matthew and the others finished their lunch before they walked out of the private room. 

Outside, the people of the Reeves Family were still kneeling on the ground, not daring to get up and 

leave. 

Upon seeing Matthew and the others coming out, the exhausted Reeves Family members immediately 

straightened their postures and looked at Matthew respectfully. 

However, Matthew didn't spare them a glance and left straight away. 

James and Helen stayed behind for Cayden. 

James glanced at everyone in the Reeves Family, then coughed triumphantly. 

"All right, stand up! You're lucky that Cayden interceded for you and my son-in- law promised to let you 

go. 

Otherwise, you people who only know how to look down on others should just kneel here until you die!" 

with gratitude on 

Meanwhile, Cayden felt embarrassed. 

fact, he didn't say anything, but James did this deliberately just to improve 

to James; he truly was his friend! James patted Cayden on the shoulder and said, "Cayden, we'll be 

leaving first, and you can take care of things here.If you need any help, just tell us.Don't worry, we'll be 

friends 

at him 

"Thank you, James!" 

James smiled. 

you hadn't saved some of your own money and lent it to me, I would've starved to death! Our friendship 

is 

the 

friend like James! After James and Helen left, Cayden looked at everyone in 

years, he had been bullied by these 

that his status had suddenly changed, he was finding it a little difficult 

Reeves Family were very clever, and they each ran over to surround 

me? Let us start over, shall we? I know that you have 



the woman he once loved the most, feeling a little 


